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Ken Smith's life-long accumulation of knowledge
about the Buffalo River country, including complete
trail and river guides and a fascinating sourcebook for
geology and history of the Buffalo river area. All in a
compact size, with more than 170 photos, maps, and
diagrams. Coordinated with National Geographic
Maps, Trails Illustrated. Ken Smith is the authorphotographer of The Buffalo River Country, the Ozark
Society Foundation classic now in its ninth printing.

Small and Medium Forest Enterprises in
Mozambique
Pictorial guide to the history and folklore of logging in
British Columbia, Washington, Oregon, Idaho,
Montana and Northern California.

British Columbia Lumberman
"Call me Chick. I've been called Chick since I was six
years old. If you call me Donald, I'll know you don't
know me. In this story, I'll tell you how my life
unfolded over the last eight decades: how I got that
nickname; how I met and married the most beautiful
girl in the world; and how I came to own and operate
S & R sawmills in Surrey, British Columbia. By the end
of this book, I'm pretty sure you'll know me well
enough to call me Chick." --Chapter One Chick grew
up on a chicken farm in Fort Rouge, Manitoba. It was
the Great Depression and money was always tight, so
he began his entrepreneurial career early, peddling
eggs to the neighbours, jockeying for odd jobs and
selling magazines. After a move to Vancouver, he set
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pins for a bowling alley, baled shavings and made his
mill debut at fifteen straightening boards in the
Youbou Mill on Vancouver Island. When the
opportunity to buy a mill arose, Chick decided to take
a chance. It was a good decision. After buying his first
mill with Vic Rempel, their quality work earned them
steady cuts, and they were able to buy more
equipment, install electricity and expand. It wasn't all
smooth sailing--Chick had to dive into the Fraser River
to rescue a saw, douse a fire, deal with the fallout of
the Asian financial crisis and adapt to growing
environmental concerns--but S & R survived and
thrived, consistently employing a workforce of over
five hundred. Chick even came out of the lumber
business with all ten fingers. It Can Be Done is also
the lively story of Chick's personal life and includes
tales of old-fashioned childhood escapades like trickor-treating for potatoes and relocating neighbours'
outhouses, as well as stories of other adventures: a
motorcycle road trip ending with a night in jail
because all the motels in town were full, and his
decision to get a pilot's license after flying in a plane
that was literally falling apart into his lap. Chick
shares emotional milestones too: meeting his wife in
an ice cream shop, family vacations on Gossip Island
and, in later years, building Czorny Alzheimer Centre.
Told with a great deal of humility and humour, It Can
Be Done is the story of an honourable man, wellrespected by his peers, and a history of over fifty
years of evolution and change in the BC lumber
business.

Sawmill Production of Hardwood
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Dimension Parts
Lumber Manufacturing
This book gives emphasis to wood fiber raw materials,
alternative sources of fibers for paper production,
environmental issues, paper quality improvement and
cost of paper production. Varieties of non-wood raw
materials, including kenaf, rice straw, empty fruit
bunches of palm trees, bamboo, bagasse, etc., are
considered in this book. The process of fiber
treatment also varied to meet paper quality
improvement. Different organosolv processes of fiber
treatment are discussed. Considering contemporary
issues, one particular chapter analyzes the
environmentally friendly way of processing non-wood
fibers for paper production. The book also contains a
chapter on the by-product raw materials of paper
production and their profitable applications.

Parliamentary Debates
More than just food carts and microbrews, Portland
has a story to tell. Its culinary history sings the song
of the salmon-people, the pioneers and immigrants,
each struggling to make this strange but inviting land
between the Pacific and the Cascades feel like home.
Portland: A Food Biography chronicles the Rose City’s
rise from a Wild West outpost — a diminutive
extension of San Francisco — to the critical darling of
the national food scene.
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The White Pine Industry in Minnesota
Small Sawmill Handbook
Buffalo River Handbook
Table of Contents Introduction: What is a Sawmill?
Uses and Benefits of a Portable Sawmill A Sawmill
Business Questions about a Portable Sawmill Business
• Q: What tools are needed to start up a portable
sawmilling business? • Q: Do I need a big space to
start up my milling business? • Q: How much is
required to set up a portable sawmilling business? •
Q: Can someone make a living from sawmilling
business? Problems Small SizedSawmill Businesses
Face Activities in a Sawmill Facility Setting Up a
Portable Sawmilling Business • Plan Ahead •
Marketing • Learn the Trade • A Place or Location •
Equipment Facility • Determine Your Mode of
Operation • Transportation • Find a Niche Custom
Sawing Getting and Milling Your Woods Buying Wood
and Selling Lumber • Calculating Your Expenses •
Ensure Periodic Maintenance Getting Your Customers
• Family and Friends • Earn Trust • Referrals How to
Generate Profit through your Portable Sawmill
Business • Patience • Create a Niche • Charging
Methods • Create Work Efficiency • Increase
Productivity • Expand • Expand by Adding Other
Services Planning and Marketing to Improve Sales •
Get the Words Out: • Create a Website: • Key to the
Success Conclusion Author Bio
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http://Sawmill4hire.com Publisher Introduction:
Starting up a portable sawmill business can be
stressful, because it involves a lot of hardwork and
strength. The sawmill business is a legitimate way to
earn a living. It can be handled as a part-time or
fulltime job, which only depends on the amount of
money you are willing to spend on the business; a
high a sum of money is not required to set up a
portable sawmill business. People who are still
skeptical about going fulltime into the sawmill
business can take the job as a hobby until they can
decide whether to withdraw or delve into it fulltime.
My son has been sawing a truck load of logs. When
setting up a portable sawmill business, you should
consider certain factors associated with the business,
including the location or work area, the kind and size
of wood you want to use, and the right sawmill
equipment needed for the kind of sawmill business
you want to establish. Setting up a portable sawmill
business doesn’t only require capital; you should be
able perform the task yourself. You can learn from an
experienced sawyer the special skills needed to mill
wood. There are various questions asked everyday by
people who are interested in establishing a portable
sawmill business; they want to know if the business is
viable, if it has some law restrictions, how profitable a
sawmill business is, and so on. A portable sawmill
business, like every other business, needs hard work
and perseverance for it to succeed. Some people who
are in the business have stated that generally a year
is required to operate the business before a
reasonable profit can be realized. This business is not
a get-rich-quick venture which produces profit
overnight; you need to show commitment and a high
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level of extra effort. We have a successful sawmill
business that we have been running in Northern Utah.
You can read more about our business at
http://sawmill4hire.com

Mountains of Ash
An in-depth study of the role of Minnesota's oldgrowth forests in the development of the Upper
Mississippi valley examines the influence of the
region's white pine industry on the construction of the
railroads, the rise of busy mill towns, environmental
devastation of the forests, and the daily lives of those
who depended on the forest for their livelihoods.
Reprint.

How to Season and Dry Your Own Wood
Your Biggest Sawmilling Questions Answered! Game
Changing Secrets For Sawmilling Success Milling For
Money 7 Essentials for Choosing The Right Sawmill
Cutting - Drying - Grading Plus PLANS - Build Your
World!

This was Logging!
Deadfall
It Can Be Done
Table of Contents Introduction Benefits of Using Wood
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Drying of Wood Why is Wood Drying Necessary?
Wood Drying Points and Categories Benefits of Wood
Drying Process: Different Methods Used in the Wood
Drying Process: Different Types of Kilns Used for
Wood Drying: Solar Kiln: Conventional Kiln: Vacuum
Kilns: Dehumidification Kiln: Solar Kiln Wood Drying
and its Advantages: Key Features of a Solar Kiln: The
Mechanism of the Solar Kiln Wood Drying: Important
Indicators Used in the Solar Kiln for Wood Drying:
Moisture Reading: Moisture Meter: Appropriate MC
Level: Types of Solar Kiln Designs: The Greenhouse
Design: The Semi-Greenhouse Design: The Opaque
Wall Design: How to Build a Solar Kiln for Wood Drying
Selection of the kiln design: Building the Solar Kiln:
Assembling the Solar Kiln: Important Considerations
While Building the Solar Kiln: The Storage: The
Circulation System: The Ventilation System: The
Glazing Material used: Insulation of the Walls: Size of
the Collector: Plans for Building a Solar Kiln
Conclusion: Author Bio Publisher Introduction Among
the thousands of natural resources present in the
world, wood is one of the most popular ones. It was
not until the turn of the previous century that the
human dependence on wood was higher than any
other sources of energy. It was considered to be a one
of the wonders of nature that was created to provide
comfort and support to the humanly civilized way of
living. Although there is no historical confirmation
about the first use of wood by humans, still it dates
back to a very long period of time when it was a
major lifestyle resource for our ancestors from the
ancient times. Wood was utilized not just as a source
of heating or drawing energy, but also as a material
for making tools, household furniture, sheltering
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objects, transporting objects, decorative purposes,
culinary items and cutlery, and a large number of
other items that one can only imagine. As per
historians, wood was the original material used in
most of the first time scientific inventions. To date,
wood is a very important part of human living. Life
without wood can be very difficult and expensive.

Primary Wood Processing
Chainsaw Lumbermaking
Glory Days of Logging
This Was Sawmilling
Harvest Your Own Lumber
This is a lavishly illustrated history of the OregonAmerican Lumber Company, during its heyday one of
the most important lumber firms in the Pacific
Northwest. Operating from 1922 until its closure in
1957, the company provides an illuminating example
of the history of lumbering in the region, showing in
detail both the opportunities and problems
encountered by firms seeking to exploit the area’s
rich natural stands of Douglas fir. The story is
enhanced by the inclusion of 285 illustrations, most of
which are previously unpublished, that depict logging,
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railroading, and sawmilling activities, and 17 periodspecific maps that give the reader a unique
perspective on the growth of the company. The
lumbering industry was pivotal to America’s
settlement and development, reaching its zenith in
the period covered by this book, which shows how
Oregon-American’s survival depended on successfully
adapting to great changes in market forces and in
industry structures, to natural disasters, and to
economic crises like the Great Depression. Essential
to the company’s objective of supplying lumber to
markets in the Midwest farm belt was its relationship
with the Great Northern and Northern Pacific
Railroads; accordingly, the book provides much
information on the railroad networks that made
timber extraction possible. The study is based on
fifteen years of archival and on-the-ground research
and draws heavily on the extensive collection of
Oregon-American records, notably the
correspondence files of Judd Greenman, the company
president who conceived and executed most of the
company’s operating policies. It also includes, as
sidebars, engaging oral histories related by
employees, which enrich the text and provide a vivid
contrast between management and employee
viewpoints.

The Ultimate Guide to Portable Sawmills
A History of the Sawmills and Tramways of
Warburton, Big Pat's Creek and the Upper Yarra Valley

How to Make Money with a Portable
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Sawmill Business
Drying Wood with a Solar Kiln - Plans
Included
Once you're familiar with Will Malloff's method of
chainsaw lumbermaking, you'll be simply and
economically turning trees into lumber on your own
Learn how to select the tree you want, fell it safely,
and saw it into a fine pile of building or cabinet
lumber. With detailed instructions and over 400
photographs, Will Malloff tells you everything you
need to know to turn a chainsaw into a lumbermill,
including how to: Modify the chainsaw and make
numerous accessories for milling Use the equipment
in the woods Grind a smooth-cutting ripping chain
Build your own mill from a 2 x 4 and scraps of
plywood Cut burls, shape ovals and mill natural knees
for boatbuilding Malloff's method is the fruit of over
30 years' experience of felling trees and making
lumber. He's logged everything from giant redwoods
to desert mesquite and fulfilled his youthful ambition
to fell timber in every major forest of North America.
Drawing on this experience, he has invented several
chainsaw mills, and perfected the easy, efficient
method of chainsaw lumbermaking that he describes
in this book. If you've ever had trouble finding the
lumber you need, or wanted to build something with
your own trees, "Chainsaw Lumbermaking" is the
book you've been waiting for. Will Malloff has built a
variety of mills and is the designer of what many
consider the most effective chainsaw lumbermaking
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system available. Malloff has spent nearly half a
century researching and developing tools and wood
technology that minimize ecological impact. In an
endeavor to build his own blacksmith shop on a
Canadian Pacific island, he invented a state-of-the-art
ripping chain, which made chainsaw lumbermaking
more feasible and economical than ever before.

Portland
The Oregon-American Lumber Company
How to Build and Operate a Sawmill
Pulp and Paper Processing
This book is the result of over ten years of field
research across Zambia. It covers the production and
diverse uses of wood and non-wood forest products in
different parts of Zambia. Although a short format, it
is a multi-contributed work. It starts an overview of
the forestry sector, and covers more specific areas
like production, markets and trade of wood and nonwood products; the role of non-wood forest products
in the livelihood of the local population, the
contribution of the forestry sector to Zambia’s overall
economy and reviews of efforts to strategically utilize
these resources for local economic, and sustainable,
development. A concise reference to understand key
wood products, market dynamics, and role of forests
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in a developing nation A useful guide for corporations,
consultants, NGOs and international research
organizations involved with sustainable development
in Zambia as well as other nations in the SADC

Company Towns of the Pacific Northwest
An intimate portrait of Asa Singh Johal--one of British
Columbia's most successful entrepreneurs.

Forestry in Minnesota
This book is primarily a general text covering the
whole sweep of the forest industries. The over-riding
emphasis is on a clear, simple interpretation of the
underlying science, demonstrating how such
principles apply to processing operations. The book
considers the broad question "what is wood?" by
looking at the biology, chemistry and physics of wood
structure. Wood quality is examined, and
explanations are offered on how and why wood
quality varies and the implications for processing.
Finally, various "industrial processes" are reviewed
and interpreted. All chapters have been written by
specialists, but the presentation targets a generalist
audience.

Sawmill
The history of British Columbia's economy in the
twentieth century is inextricably bound to the
development of the forest industry. In this
comprehensive study, Gordon Hak approaches the
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forest industry from the perspectives of workers and
employers, examining the two institutions that
structured the relationship during the Fordist era: the
companies and the unions. He relates daily routines of
production and profit-making to broader forces of
unionism, business ideology, ecological protest,
technological change, and corporate concentration.
The struggle of the small-business sector to survive in
the face of corporate growth, the history of the
industry on the Coast and in the Interior, the
transformations in capital-labour relations during the
period, government forest policy, and the forest
industry's encounter with the emerging
environmental movement are all considered in this
eloquent analysis.

Circular Sawmills and Their Efficient
Operation
Text and photographs detailing the native peoples of
the Pacific Northwest and the pioneering spirit of the
early lumbermen of that place.

Asa Johal and Terminal Forest Products
Forest Policy, Economics, and Markets in
Zambia
Logging has been a way of life in the Pacific
Northwest, a thread woven into the character of
communities, for more than a century. And in this far
corner, James LeMonds's family has done about every
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job in the woods-working as high climbers and whistle
p

Developing a Custom Portable Sawmill
Enterprise
A concise guide for the small shop or enthusiastic
hobbyist, "Harvest Your Own Lumber" covers all of the
important steps in the conversion of wood. John
English takes the reader through selecting the raw
material to the final drying of the harvested timber.
All of the steps in between are explained in clear text
accompanied with photographs and charts that make
the process of milling your own lumber a guaranteed
success.

The Practical American Millwright and
Miller
Timber
Ideal for the independent or small scale user, this
comprehensive book guides you through the
complicated process of identifying, processing,
seasoning and drying your own timber. Topics
covered include anatomical structures of wood, data
on working properties, seasoning and drying
requirements, potential problems and solutions and
health and safety considerations.

Crow's Forest Products Digest
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Over 330 clear color photos display the wide array of
equipment once used to log high timber that are now
eminently collectible, including axes, saws, filing
tools, springboards, oil bottles, undercutters, wedges,
marlin spikes, drag saws, and venerable chainsaws.
Historical photos display towering giants of old growth
forests where loggers toiled decades ago. _x000D_An
informative text provides useful information on
cleaning and preserving the antique logging tools,
descriptions of them, values, and a bibliography. This
book will be treasured by all who share a fascination
for logging as it was done by the lumberjack, bucker,
and high climber. AUTHOR: Kevin Johnson has been
collecting logging tools and researching the logging
industry for years. He lives in Tacoma, Washington,
where his ancestors settled to log the high timber.

Parliamentary Debates
A history of logging in the Arkansas and Oklahoma
Ouachita Mountains from 1900 to 1950 not only
examines man's interaction with a major forest
resource but also looks at the effects of the forests'
depletion on the people and towns that made their
livelihood from the mills. Reprint.

Oregon Historical Quarterly
Capital and Labour in the British
Columbia Forest Industry, 1934-74
2004 Washington State Book Award Finalist
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"Company town." The words evoke images of roughand-tumble loggers and gritty miners, of dreary
shacks in isolated villages, of wages paid in scrip good
only at price-gouging company stores, of paternalistic
employers. But these stereotypes are outdated,
especially for those company towns that flourished
well into the twentieth century. In Company Towns of
the Pacific Northwest, Linda Carlson provides a more
balanced and realistic look at these "intentional
communities." Drawing from residents�
reminiscences, contemporary newspaper accounts,
company newsletters and histories, census and school
records, and site plans, Carlson looks at towns in
Oregon, Washington, and Idaho. She examines how
companies went about controlling housing, religion,
taxes, liquor, prostitution, and union organizers. This
vibrant history gives the details of daily life in
communities that were often remote and subject to
severe weather. It looks at the tragedies and
celebrations: sawmill accidents, mine cave-ins, and
avalanches as well as Independence Day picnics,
school graduations, and Christmas parties. Finally, it
tells what happened when people left--when they lost
their jobs, when the family breadwinner died or was
disabled, when the mill closed. An ample selection of
illustrations, most never previously published,
broadens the appeal of this lively and well-researched
book.
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